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• I.

LINGUISTICS--PSYCHOLINGUISTICS:
The How
and Why
of Language
Introduction
Communication has proved to be an essential facet of
life.

Language has been with us a long time.

person in the world eventually will talk.

Every normal

By virtue of

this fact, every person--civilized or uncivilized-carries through life certain ideas about talking and its
relation to thinking.·

These nations, naive but deeply

rooted, tend to be intolerant of opposition because of their
firm connection with speech habits that have become unconscious and automatic.

We use language to communicate

meaning or to send a message from one person to another.
how is this "communication code" developed?
\•Thy do we say things the way we do?

But

Is . it acquired?

How do we put sounds

and words together to form a complete thought?

Why do we use

the specific forms we do?
In both education and psychology there are strong
indications of renewed interest in language as a subject
matter in its own right and as an important domain of human
behavior.

Beyond the application of linguist'ics to the

teaching of grammar, reading, and foreign language, there
are investigations of language and thought in European,
American, and Soviet psychology and education that may considerably improve our knowledge of how language is acquired
and how it relates to thought.
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The following discussion will attempt to define linguistics and psycholinguistics, briefly discuss how we
acquire language (including various developmental theories),
psycholinguistic components involved, and present a basis
for instruction in language and thought.

As I have studied

and.. researched this area, I ha.ve found much of the information
to be well above my comprehensive abilities.

This paper

in no way reflects my knowledge but is an attempt to learn
and understand more af the complicated but very interesting
field of psycholinguistics.
Many teachers, speech pathologists, and other educators are encountering the linguistic revolution.
is linguistics?

What

It is not a new phenomenon, but an old and

respected scholarly field.

The branch of linguistics affect-

ing. educator's curriculum today evolved early in the twentieth
century.

The linguist we are concerned with is not the

linguist who speaks and teaches many foreign languages, but
the language scientist who investigates how language
functions.

The linguist operates scientifically--he

learns how language functions by observing and recording
the way people use the language and by studying the structure
and history of language. 1 · The field is constantly undergoing changes and new discoveries often contradicting
earlier information.
How is linguistics defined?

Gerald Duffy "defines

linguistics as •••• field which scientifically observes
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language in action as a means for determining how the language
developed, how it functions today, and how it is currently

evolving ... 2

The linguist determines the code of the

message, the characteristics that distinguish one message
from another.

Each method of communicating meaning is

dependent as a code system.

Peter Jalus defines linguistics

as .. the study of language as a human phenomenon.

The

essence of language is speech and the psychological realities
underlying it."3

"Linguistics has been defined as the

scientific study of language because the empirical methods
of the sciences are employed as much as possible in order
to bring the precision and control of , scientific investigation to the study of language," 4
General linguistics is concerned with such questions
as how the linguist defines his object of study; the properties
he assumes all languages must have; how these are best
described and compared; and especially, how such a description differs from the traditional approach to language
taken in most of our school grammars.

It includes a

search for the most universal features of human languages.
General linguistics should also focus on theories and
descriptions of language.
Linguistics attempts to describe the structure of a
language, the elements can be used to communicate information.
A linguistic description contains the information which is
necessary to understand and create utterances in a language.

·-·
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Therefore, it can be seen that a. language user must know
how to create and understand utterances in order to engage
in successful verbal communication,

In some sense, then,

a lfnguistic description is a. description of what it is that
a person who knows a language knows--linguistic competence,
Since language is viewed as a code system, a. number of
language characteristics can be attained,

First, language

is a. commonly agreed-upon series of signals,
signals in speech are speech sounds,
out that, ., like all

codes~

The linguist points

is arbitrary.

similarly viewed as systematic also,

The major

Language is

In language the same

designs such as recurring sentence patterns are repeated
over and over again to constitute a system,

An example

of the system at work is the young child who invariably
without instruction, puts the few words he knows together
in a. manner which communicates,

The child will say,

"Daddy bought a. tie," but he will almost ;never say, "Tie
a. Daddy bought, "5 ; Further, ~-- la.:ngu~ge . Js a symbolic

representation of

reality-~a

for something else.
'

being complete.

group of symbols which stand

Linguists characterize language as

Language is always developed to the point

where a speaker can make a. response to any experience he may
undergo.

And finally, language is like. other code systems--

it is learned,

Language is not something we are born with,

We learn spoken language through a process of imitation in
our young years,

We would not learn to speak the language

if we were never exposed to it.

-----·---~- ~-------- --~-------

----

-···-
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Eric Hamp describes the two basic assumptions of
linguisticss

1) that language as a set of signs or as a

code can be described quite apart from meaning or what the
signs or codes refer to in the objective, personal, or
social world; and2) that the spoken language (the sounds
of language) precedes and is more fundamental in the description of the language than are the peculiar characteristics
of the written language.

6

The complexity of language can be seen by examining
the signals which have meaning in sp6ken language and the
nature of writing as it relates to speech.

•rhe speaker of

the language uses a variety of sounds in an extremely
complex manner to communicate meaning (,phonemes).

Further,

the speaker can produce sound combinations, such as the
prefix "dis" or the ending "ed", which have independent
meanings by themselves (morphemes),

Still more complex is

the manner in which the speaker can arrange words to obtain
meaning,

For instance, a speaker who can produce the words

"John," "Sam," and "hit" still must decide whether "John

,,

hit Sam" or Sam hit John" is correct according to the ·
meaning he wishes to s1gnal. 7

Meaning is not only conveyed

by what is said, but also by how it is said,

Sound patterns

can be varied to imply complimentary meaning or voice
inflections can denote sarcasm into the same statement.
Even more complicating is the fact that the speaker often
uses more than sounds, sound combinations, and voice
inflections to communicate his message--in understanding
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sounds we must understand gestures and movements of the
speaker.
The complicated nature of language is apparent when
I

considering the complexities already described
of only one language code--the spoken code.

a-se a ;~. p£a>tt

Writing . is a

second language code embodying numerous complexities of its
own.

The linguist operates by a basic belief that all

aspects of language originate with the spoken code.

It

represents the highest manifestation of intelligent use of
the language.
We communicate meaning in spoken English through the
use of a variety of signals.

The linguist generally

categorizes these signals into five

groups-~phonology,

morphology, syntax, suprasegmental phonemes, and kinesis.
The first and lowest level of speech signal is
phonology, which deals with the system of speech sounds.

The

phoneme is considered to be a speech sound which makes a
difference i:r:J. meaning.

We can look at the words "dime" and

"dine ~·-"-the meanings of the two words are quite different
yet they sound alike except for the /m/ and /n/.

The

/m/ and /n/ make a difference in meaning, therefore, they
are phonemes.
The sounds of a language can be described in three
principal ways according tos

1) their composition, 2) their

distribution, and 3) their function.

Phonetics is primarily

concerned with the composition of sounds, while phonemics
.
8
treats the distribution and function of sounds.
Phonemes
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are classes ·Of sounds that· contrast with other classes of
sounds.

A single phoneme in a . language can be described

as a class of so.unds whose phonetic differences are
of distif!guishing one meaning from another.
around

45

phonemes in the English language.

inc~pa.ble.

There are
The differences

among the members of a phoneme class are called allophonic
differences, and the members of the phoneme class a ·re called
allophones. 9

Allophonic diffe-rences in English include the

presence or absence ·o.f ospirat:i,on, degree of lip ., rounding,
degree of muscular tension or laxness, length, and some
degree.s of fronting or backing according t .o certain env ironments.

Phonetic components required to distinguish

meaning are called dis.t inctive features--phonemes are ·s ometimes defined as. "•bundles of distinctive features. nlO
The phoneme is therefore a unit o·f contrast in a
language.

It .merely signals. a .difference in meaning without

carrying a meaning of its own.

An exampl·e is the difference

between two names, "pat" and "bat.• "

Linguists need not

examine in detail t}J.e meaning .of these two words.

It is

sufficient that they know that the two words are. meaningf.u l
and that they mean something dif.f erent in order to establish the signal for the difference between the sounds
represented by /p/ and /b/.
Speech consists of a succession not only of. untts of
sound but also of units. which convey meaning to the .speakers
of the language.

The only way to test ·f or meaning is by
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collecting laz.-ge quantities of continuous speech from a given
speaker.

As we collect more and more specimens of speech,

we find 'increasingly large numbers of segments of varying
lengths that differ only by· small fractionsa

the nouse,

the red house, the big red house, the big red house where
my brother lives, and so on.

Linguists call these segments

morphemes.
So while phonology deals with sound in language,
morphology is concerned with the meaningful forms made from
the individual speech sounds,
to define and identify,

Morphemes are more difficult

Hamp develops the idea of morphemes

in connection with meaning,

All longer segments of language

are built up from morphemes, just as morphemes are butlt
up from phonemes.

Linguists . tell us that words are

constructed of two kinds of morphemes.

One morpheme can

stand alone as a meaningful unit such as the word "boy,"
is considered to be a "free morpheme."

It

In the word "boys,"

the plural "s" is also a meaningful unit because it
the meaning of the word "boy" to more than one.

ch~nges

However,

"s" cannot stand by itself in the way boy can, so it is
cons ider.e d a "bound morpheme.

Obviously, the manner in

11

which we use morphemes will influence how well we communicate
,.

the message we wish to send.

Let's consider these sentenc€s:

The boy went to the movie.
The boys went to the movie.
The addition of the bound mo·rpheme "s" in the second sentence
above makes a crucial difference in the message being sent.

page

9

We know now that the boy did not go to the movi:e by h1mself
but with companions ,11

Traditionally morphology is concerned

:w1 th the use of roots .• prefixe,s, suffixes, .ana: .inflect.ional
endings as they influence meaning..

Linguists place emphasis

on ·t he elements of structural analysis as they operate:
within the overall laneiuage code.

Emphasis is on the manner

in which structural elements serve ·a s signals of meaning
in communicating messages with the language code.
Syntax is concerned with putting words together in a
meaningful order..

The child learns the

speelclm ~ s.O.Un~s·1 q JfuE>no-

logica1 ag.pects l of the' language and how to use words and
word -oo.rts (mo.r pho·l ogical a 's pects).

Then he br"!ngs, these

elements together to :form word combinations and sentence
patterns which communicate meanings-.

Linguists label this

· process as syntax--what ·teachers refer to ·a s "grammar."

The

tradit :i onal approach to grammar has e.mphasized the. naming .
of parts ·or speech, the t .e aring._ apart of _. sentences and the
memorization of grammatical rules..

The focus has been on

when to use words and .h as emphasized how the language .s hould
be used, rather. than how it actuall-y .is used.

The linguistic

approach emphasizes. a scientific description of the ·w ay
s.ounds and words· are used to communicate meaning.

Our

language today depends almost exclusively upon word order to,
communicate .meaning.

The linguist .• s belief that syntax of'

English can no longer be based upon .t he grammatical

~ules

o.r 'ratem and. his interest in describing grammatical principles have resulted in two approaches to syntax which dif.f er
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dramatically from t _raditional gramJDa.r.12

These two ap.proaces

·a re generalLy call·eCi ''structural .grammar" and "transfor-mattonal generative .g:rammar,"
There are two lev_e ·l s of s ie;nal~ l.n .a sentence.,

The

ftrst J.s the lexical,- or dictionary., meaning carried py
individual words.

The second level of sentence signals

are embodied in the grammatical structure of t'he sentence.
The lingulst

emphas~?es

that

t.h~

lexic_a ·l meanings .mus:t -be

. supplemented by str;u,ctural signals .in ·o .r der for the speech
order (Phonemes) ·a nd sound

·combinations~

communica;te effect 1vely .15

'(morphemes) to

The struc.t.u_r~ of· the sentence

provides clues. . Mea,n_ing can be conveyed. even in a nonsense
·S e_ntence like "The rf.nk;y bink hoofed his blap, " by st:ructu_ral
.clues.,

'rl:l_i;s exa111pl-e

~mphasif!es

the

itl.~a.

that separate words

in a sentence .communicates little meanlng by themselves.
There must be

some.~ind

of structural pattern of words to

communicate.

Structural clues to meaning include the

word

order used, the w:o;rQ., endings which show plural form; tense,
and..word .c lass·.,

We rto· longer identif.Y ~a

definition but 'by the ro:Le the word

par~

.0 f s.peec.h: by

p~rforms.

Mos-t current· 11ng,u 1stic theories prowse. that unde-rlying the sentences· of a language are rather elaborate
syntact11~

structl.!_res-.

som~

.may wonder- hQW the structure of

language could possitrl_y be so compli·c ate_d--after all
'learn to talk ·a t .a n ea;,:r1y a.ge.
superfi~ially

.cl'l'ilcl~en

';['he,;t-e .a re several simple and

plausible theories which will be

briefl~

described and dlf::!_p ased of in 10 rder to 't nen define the com..plexity o,f current

:11h~or1es.

'
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One simple and attractive theory of language associates
utterances as responses to stimuli.

Utterances are said to

be const.r ucted by stringing, from the store of responses-words, phrases, simple sentences--responses together.

The

sequential order of the responses is determined by the
stimuli.

If this were so there would be little need for

syntax for linguistic structure would just be a catalog of
potential responses.

This model cannot account for the

complexity of actual sentences.

Stimuli occur relatively

independently of each other, so their order does not explain
the strong sequential interdependencies found in English
sentences (Lashley, 1951).
Another theory of syntax is the observation that a
sentence may be extended into an unlimited number of new
sentences through the expansion of one of its elementary
parts!5---utterances as substitutions in patterns.
the structural grammar approach to language.

This is

In structural

grmmmar the linguist is concerned with the manner in which
arrangements of words can communicate meaning.

The grammar

of a language enumerates or generates the sentences of that
particular language.

It does this by means of a finite

number of rules, called grammatical rules.

The possibility

of expansion. suggests a theory in which the syntax of a
language· consists of a set of basic patterns or sequences of
substitution points--at each point either a word or another
pattern can be substituted.
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The set of items which may be substituted at a particular
substitution point is called a constituent.

Individual

phrases which make up the constituent noun phrase may themselves be analyzed as sequences of constituents.

A noun

phrase, for instance, may consist of a proper noun (N pr)
or a determiner (Det) followed by a noun
may be either a or the.

(N~.

A determiner

The constituent noun may be either

a single noun, an adjective (adj.) followed by a noun,:.- , or
a noun followed by a prepositional phrase (PP). · A prepositional phrase consists of a preposition followed by a
noun phrase.

Defining a sentence (S) as a noun phrase

followed by a verb phrase (VP) and defining verb phrase as
,a verb (V) followed by a noun phrase completes a grammar for
a small fraction of the sentences of English.16
This grammar may be written formally as a set of phrase
struct.ure rules (Cho.msky, 1963).

The function of the rules

is to define which constituents of sentences are superordinate
to which other constituents, to establish the order of
constituents, to display the grammatical elements of the
sentence (NP), and to define the basic grammatical relations. 17
Grammatical rules

represe~t

linguistic structure.

Cho ~sky

has formally written the phrase-structure rules as followsa
a.
h.
c.

d.
e.

f.
g.

.. 8 ------ .·.NP VP

NP
NP ----- N pr
NP ----- Det N

VP ----- V

N ----- Adj N
N ----- N PP
N -----man, spectograph, theory •••

page 1J

_____

,

h.,
PP
i. Det
j. Adj
k.
v
1. Npr
m. Prep

---------

---------------

Prep NP
,a , the
green, tall
ran., saw
Harvey, George
in, on, near

Linguists have observed that most

Eng~ish

sentences

follow specific patterns utilizing these phrase-structure
rules.

The arrow (----- ) means rewrite or replace the

symbol on the left by the sequence of symbols on the right •.
The generation of a sentence starts with the symbol S and
each line is derived from the preceding line by applying one
of the phrase ... structure rules.

The

·simpl~G. l$~~:rtC.fu-e

patterns in English are the noun-verb pattern and the noun +
verb + noun pattern, both of which can be expanded using
phrases • 1.9
\vhen applying these rules a deriVJ.ation may be terminated
when all the symbols in the final line belong to the terminal
vocabulary.

The last, line is called the terminal string

and is generated by the rules . of "the grammar.

The following

is an example of the use of these rul.e s to generate .a
terminal- string: 20
Derivation
NP VP
NP V NP
NP Saw NP
NP Saw Npr
NP 3aw George
Det N Saw George
Det Adj N Saw George
Det Adj N PP Saw George
Det Adj N. Prep NP Saw George
Det Adj Adj N Prep NP Saw George
Det Adj Adj N Prep Det N Saw George
Det Adj Adj .N Prep Det N Saw George

}1.ule Used
a
b
k

c
1
d

e
f

n
e
d

L
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The
The
The
The
The
The

tall
tall
tall
tall
tall
tall

Adj N Prep Det N saw George
gree~ N Prep Det N saw George
green man Prep Det N saw George
green man on Det N saw George
green· man on the N saw George
green man on the spectograph saw George

j

J

g
m
1

g

The tree diagram, the surface structure of the, sentence,
provides important syntactic informat.ion.

It indicates how

the elements in the sentence are grouped together .
example:

·F or

the ambiguous sentence, "Time flies." is shown

in the following illustration.
a.

S

N
Time

s

b.

v

V
Fli.e s

Tlme

s
Flies

In this case, the groupings for the two interpretations
are identlcal; the dlfference· in

~eanlng

can be represented

by a dlfference in the labeling of the nodes 1n the tree
dlagram.
It 1s true that a surface-structure· tree 1s a good
representatlon for much of the syntactlc imformation of a
sentence, it represents 1nformat1on whlch 1s necessary for
stress and 1ntonati,on patterns, but within the last 10 or

15

years it's 11m1tations have been recognized.
The followlng amblguous sentence .illustrates one of the

11m1tat1ons of the surface-structure tree as a representation
of syntactic informationa
The

lam~

is too hot to eat.

This sentence can be about the lamb eating something or
about something eatlng the lamb.

Both of these interpretations
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would p_roba'b ly be assigned !dent leal surface trees.
fore, the -tree diagram would not· contain

~ufficient

to determine the meaning of the sentence.,

Thereinformatiol'l

'l'he tree ,d iag!'ain

does not indicate whether ·lamb is the subject or ohject
eat.

Now as. the importance of grammatical

o,f~

relation:~hips

such

as subject and C>.bJect is, realized., the limitatlons ·o f
S\lrface-~structure

tr:e es as · representatlons of syntactic

info.r mat,ion become o·b vious .

This' and other difficul·t ies

suggest, that a mor.e complex theory of grail:lmar is r ,e quired.
One theory which, linguist a:r,-e now very interested tn,. is
the theory of transformational grammar de.v elo:ped by ChcHIDSky

(1957' 1965). 21
While the transformational grammarian builds on .much
that the structuralist has discovered about syntax, he is
nat completely satisfied with the struct,u:ralist 's explanation
of how the meaning, iS ·c ommunicated in :s ent·e nces.

The

transformational grammarian goes beyond. the structuralist's
descr:ipt ion by exploring how sentences: a:re g,e nerated. in
'
22'
the ·first place .• This means the transformationalist tries
to expl~;tin how the :s peaker ·understands what is meant by a
sentence even thou,gh he, has never he.ard, the sentence
before in his life.
H. A. Gleason defines a transformation as "a stateJilent

of the structural re·lation of a pair of c..ons.tructions whi.ch
treats that relation as though it were a process •• .-.it is
normally :s tated in the farm of rules which may be applied to
one ,o f the pair--an input--altering it ta produce the ather--
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an output •••• transformations are directional.

Some can be

described in either direction, though practically we must
choose one.• n23
The following sentence pairs demonstrate this idea:
John is writing a letter, John isn't writing a letter.
His father walked home. His father didn't walk home.
The car · runs well. The car doesn't run well. ·
If we could find a single clearly statable rule to
cover these sentences, this would be an examPle of a single
transformation.

The first _sentence--a simple rule is

evident--n't is added as a suffix to the first word in the
verb phrase.

The second sentence follows a different rule,

before the n't is added, walked is changed to did walk.
Comparable changes were made in the third sentence.
When carried out consistently, the ideas sketched
'

abGve along with many more complex transformations (too
complex for the scope of this paper) result in a

gramm~r

quite

characteristic in its organization and form of statement.
Gleason describes this as a transformational grammar which
is claimed by some linguists as a type of statement attaining
to a "degree of precision, completeness, and conciseness
not possible in any other way-- •••• this technique can overcome certain limitations which are inherent in any other
24
known form of description."
These claims are not universally .a ccepted.

Both the

technique and the claims imply a certain distinctive general
theory of linguistics, 2 5

-~~~-- -

---~
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A transformational grammar i$ organized in thr.e e

1!3~ot1ons. .

The first of these describes certa.in strings of

·c omparatively simple structure--the phrase structure segment
of the grammar.

The second transformational :s ection describes

all the. transformations by which the out:put strings of the
first sect ton of t .h e grammar are carried into terminal
strings,~-suffic, ient

.ot' a language •

in number' to underlie all. of the

s~nten_ces

';rhe t'nird is the morpho,p honemic section •

.ae.s cri bing all t 'h e processes by whl:ch terminal strf..ngs are
given shapes which can be identified as utterances or ,po-rtions
,o f

ut.ter~nces· •

three~ ··

Any t:ransformational grammar must have all

The transformational section. may be by-pass.e d in. some

se.ntences; the other two -cannot-.•.
2•

No matter of phonemiC' form co:t:nes. in unt'i:l the

morphophonemic portion of grammar, therefore the greater
part of the statement is in terms· of quite abstract symbo'ls.
A trans format i.ona'l grammar is not, however, properly any
more mathematical than any other type o.f g);'ammar in its
basic features .•

3 •. The statement is largely in the form of a set of
rules referred to as rewrite rulesa
to be rewritten as Y. +

z.•·

X---

Y + Z or X is

They have the effect of changing

a symbolization in the direc·t ion of ma.k1ng :tt more specific.
The rewrite rul.e is one type of rule .applying to any
string wherein the proper symbols .are

~ound.

The secnnd. rule
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is the trans.f ormational rule which operates only on certain
in ;~.certain

symbols
4-

places within a constituent stru.cture.

Transformational grammars are generally very

explicit about the conditions under which any rule can be
applied,
Phrase structure grammar is based on rules of formation
which rewrite symbols into other symbols, like the rule:
NP + VP.

S ---

The additional level which Chomsky and his

followers have developed is based on rules of transformation
which are rules for rearranging elements.

Consider this

sentence and a corresponding questions
1.
2.

The boy hit the ball ..
What did the boy hit?

These two sentences are obviously related, but phrase
structure grammar dbes not reveal the relationship.
the question (2) related to the declarative (1)?

How is

The

question word "what" asks a question about the object of
the verb "hit."

In (1) the object of that verb is "the ball,"

and it follows the verb.

In (2) there is no object, and

the question word appears at the beginning of the sentence.
Apparently

~·the

ball" and "what" play similar roles in relation

to the verb in the two sentences.

In transformational terms,

a question of this sort is formed by replacing the object
noun phrase by an appropriate question word and moving that
question word to the front of the sentence.

The type of

element which is rearranged, a noun phrase, is an

elem~nt

revealed by the constituent analysis procedures of phrase
structure grammar.

26

It is clear to see that two sorts of
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rules will pe neededr

phrase structure rules generating

deep structure, and transformational rules converting deep
structures into surfa..ce structures.
Slobin defines a "transformation as an operation which
converts one phrase structure into another," 27 It must
be pointed out that not everything we know about a sentence
is revealed in the superficial string of words which are
uttered aloud, for example, an abstract auxiliary,

This

distinction between underlying and superficial linguistic
structure, or "deep" and "surface" structure, is one of the
major contributions of transformational grammar.
Transformations do not have to operate on single symbols.
They add or delete elements, or substitute symbols--or
any combination of these.
Salus says,. "Unlike. phrase structure rules, trans formations are both context-sensitive and ordered.

More than

one transformation is required to generate ·a surface structure
from any given deep structure.

Each structure produced by

the action of a transformation is a derived structure, and
thus only the first of a series of transformations .a ctually
acts upon the deep structure, each successive transformation
acting upon some derived structure.

The derived structure

produced by the last of a series of transformations is the
surface structure.
derived

st~1:1:ctures
.. ·

(Appendi:t ·'->

Every sentence generated has as many
28
as transformations that are used,"

'~tiN~ fi~ ? ]$alus P. 23)
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All t:ra_n sf'o rmations mus,t be forma_l1-z ed. to be meantng•
ful._ 'T he

,g~neral

form o.f trans·rormat.ional rules is that of·

a s.tring of . symbol.s followed
1$:

qy the d.o;tlble a.r row

(~-~·

) :which

in turn f,o llowed 'by ano-ther string of s;ymbo1ls •-· The

.f 1rst string

C>f

symbo'l s 1nd1.cates 'the symbols to be operated

upon 'by the transformation,
are the rule •:s context..
transfo-rmation.

'Etf::!:

well .a S those symool·s Whi_Ch

This string is the input to the

The ,s ynfbol.s to the _r ight of' th"e double

arrow are the structures

resultin~

f -r om

th~

appl._icat;i,on of

the transro:rmation.29
As :we have stated,, the transf'o:rmational. component. :will
eonsist of rules that- will add, de-l et-e , or change the ordel"

of :morphemes -- in the terminal strings produced by the phrase
structure component.

chol11Sky .h as d1st1nguisl1ed. two kinds

or·

sentences--the kernel sentence which contains: obligatory
transformations .so transformations }1!.11 be set up so that. they
can apply ei-ther to th.e :underlying strings ,o f kernel sentences
or' to s-trings already t o-ransfo·rined. by other trans-formational
rules.

.Choins-k;y finds· that a grammar which co.n tains a trans ...

torma:ti.onal component will be essentially more· powerf:ul than
description .in te:z;ms· of phrase s .tructure-,) 0
The third type of r-ules . ~first. 'being phtt;ase-S:t.:r;-ubtilre
rule an~ second, tr~nsfo~rmatlonal grammer lirule) u.s ed in
g:rammatic_a l d.e sc:ript.ions. is the morphophonemic- rule,
-nat.ure· of these rules a:re· co.mvl.3.cated.
discusses this rule:

Peter

a.

.Salus

.The
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"The structures discussed thus far (phrase structure a'nd
transformational structure) can be linearly represented by
words ••• the units out of which the utterances we have
considered are composed, are well-formeaQEngl4,sh words.
Admittedly, we have oversimplified in this, frequently
abstract markers, not words, are used.

As such, the abstract

markers have no phonological form, and the primary role of
morphophonemic rules is to assign a phonological structure
to these forms.

Like transformations, morphophonemic rules

are context-sensitive.

The inputs to morphophonemic rules

are surface structures and the outputs are phonological
representations ••• the surface structure provides all the
information necessary to pronounce the sentence it represents •••
the surface structure serves as the input to the phonological
apparatus, and the output of these morphophonemic rules
serves as the input to the actual vocal organs ... J 4
The morphophonemic component will rewrite the morphemic
representation into a proper string of phonemes.with rules
of the form X --a.
b.
c.
d,

Y.

Such rules for English would includez

walk ----- lw k/
take + past ----- /tuk/
hit + past ----- /hit/
/ ••• D/ +past ----- / ••• n/ +I d/ (where 1

= 1+1

and these rules must be ordered, but each rule need not be
restricted to rewriting a single symbol.35
This form of grammar takes a set of observed phenomena
(for example, "grammatical sentences"), tries to formulate
the laws by which these are related (for example, through

or /d/)
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phrase-structure and transformational rules), and invents a
mechanism by which we can predict new phenomena of the
same type (for example, through the phrase-structure,
transformational and morphophonemic components, which produce
actual grammatical utterances).36
\

.11

i<

Chbnnsky finds this prov.ides" us with a way of .comparing
and evaluating proposed grammars.

This model should be

preferred on grounds of simplicity--basically because its
generalizations result. in giving a more uniform .r epresentation .o f relations among linguistic elements at different
leve~ls.

The transformational mode·l of grammar postulates a
deep structure _in which the meaning of a sentence and the
relationship among its parts are more clearly represented
than they are in the surface-structure model.

The surface-

structure model is a poor representation of all the

syntao~ic

relations and conceptual structures in the sentence .

The

deep structure is converted into a surfa.ce-structure by the
transformational component of the grammar.

Two of the

important theoretical issues in transformational grammar
concern the nature and origin of the dee,p structure and the
form of the transformation's which convert the deep to the
.31
surface structure.
{

Chomsky has said; "It is clear, in short, that the
surface structure 1s often 'misleading and uninformative and
that our knowledge of language involves properties. of a
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much more a.bstract nature, not ind1,c ated direct:ly in the
surface structure-.

Furthermore, even such artifically

simpl'e example$ ••• sho.w haw hopeless it would be to try to
account for linguistic competence in terms of habits, disposttions, .k nowing how, and other concepts assoc·iat·ed _with
the study of behavior . .. ... 32
Here a brief explanation of competence and performance
is in order.

Performance according to Chdmsky 1-s th~ actual.

acts of speaking and hearing, taking place in time • su'bject'
to various distractions, limited by memory and by the general
:weakness. o·f human f].esh.JJ

Performance is 11ng\listic.

behavior, either encoding or decoding speech.

A theory of

performance would be a psychological theory.
The second aspect of language is the knowledge of syntax,
meaning, and sound that makes performance possible.
has called this competence.
logtcal theory:

Chomsky

Competence is also a psycho-

Piaget comes closest in characterizing the

structure of logical thought.

Because 'a gra:tnmar is concerned

wi t .h knowledge, not behavior, factors (such as memory limitations, time restrictions, etc.) 'that are important to
performance can be disregarded when thinking about competence.
Competence is an idea1.1zat1on, an abstraction away from performance .

Theories of

different topics ,.

perform~nce

and competence deal with

Linguistic competence is a model of what

is assumed to exist in the mind of the speaker--a model
built by the linguist pn the ba._sis of his int\iltive ability

_Pa_g-e 2-4
to

d1sc;r1.~1nate

,: plausibflity o.f ' .lts existence

o~n

a care-ful study of the actual.

perfo~ma-nce,

'Huma.n linguts.t iq.
of' f.ac·t ors:.,

ut"t.eran~.e$~

well,... fo.rm¢d from ill-formed

o-e:

ass~ssed

only :Chrough

which it is.

:must. oe tnfluenced 'by a ·v ariety

b~havlo:t:'

To, the extent tha:t performance is

the p:J:ausi'b!lity of that

The

tl'l~:Io,ry

predi~et:ablEh

l.s en.nanoed ,;, and, by' de.v iat.l ng

in regular t'ashH>n trom the base-1.1 ne pred:tcti.ons· of that
theory;· ltnguisti·e: pe.rforma:n,o.e · may rev.e -al important ps,ych9-

.

i.n~oived

log j\,cal .f 'ac-to-r:s

in

th~

pa.ssa.~~

fr-o-m

·compe"t~nce

to perfo-rmance .J't ~nts: beglns our dts·ouss.i.on of ,Psyebolinguis-t J.cs.
:ps~roho·log!sts

Mos't

human mind

.@p~l'a.tes·

on linguis.ti>c.

lingUists nave always
~drive, nru~t

are awar.e -o f ':the fStot that t .h e.

~dm1t.ted

Sfuni:tarly,. mo.s t

~·¥ml:x>ls· .,

that ·s ame sort. of

psychol•oglca~

set the grammatical powe·r.s l.nto. motion..

inte:ra-c t1on ·f:rf

The

1;'h~se attitudes is the ~area of psyoho11-nguis,t~.as,3. 8

Psy.cho1:1hgu1:stics· .c oncerns the re_la.tion between
me.S $ages alJ.d. the characteristJ.cs of th.e, p.er.s ona who, select
~nd int-erp~et

th:em,J

The

and ·de.¢ odi:n g _:pro<lEfSses: of
linguist

•stud~·es

communicators..

ps;)n~poli_ne;uist

hum~n

1;1tmii·es· tne eneo.dlng

1ndiv:fd'1la'l ·s ,..

.J ust

~s

tne

m.essa:geS' i! "'he• psycholinguist atud,ies

·T.hi.s ,c ombines. the .s tudy· of

l~ng,ua:g·e

-a nd

thought. :39

GhOJliSJ(y;' s

tra.ns.f.o,r~tional,

tance 'in the study .o r

langu~ge

grammar: ;1,-s of 1 .maJo,~ 1mpor""!

SJnd tho\l,ght, ·cr.r psychollnguist!cs;
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The transformations to which he refers are a combined product
of linguistic structure and psychological processes within
the speaker.

Chonsky describes generative grammar as '', ••

simply a system of rules that in some explicit and welldefined area assigns structural descriptions to sentences.
Obviously, every speaker of a language has mastered and
internalized a generative grammar that expresses his
knowledge of pis language,

This is not to say that he is

aware of the rules of the grammar or even that he can become
aware of them, or that his statements about his intuitive
knowledge of the language are necessarily accurate.

Any

interesting, generative grammar will be dealing, for the
most part, with mental processes that are far beyond the
level of actual or even potential consciousness; furthermore,
it is quite apparent that a speaker's reports and viewpoints
about his behavior and his competence may be in error.

Thus,

a generative grammar attempts to specify what t -he speaker
actually knows, not what he may report about his knowledge." 40
Chonsky explains that a generative grammar is not a model
for a speaker or a listener, but an attempt to characterize
in the most neutral possible terms the knowledge of the
'

language that provides the basis for actual use of language
be a speaker-hearer. 41 A particular generative grammar says
nothing about how 't he speaker.:..hearer might proceed in some
practical or efficient way to construct such a derivation.
(These questio.n s belong to the theory of language use--the
theory of performance.)
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Cayden (1967) dis~usses current .research on il.ndividual
differences ln competence. as undertaken by trans;fo;rmat.ional
linguists.

He says

th~t performan~e

vari-es to a much

greater degree among speakers than does competence.

Remember.

Competence is the knowledge of syntax., meaning and sound that
makes performance possible _.
Now we have discussed language structure and properties
.a nd briefly defined psycholinguistics .

Before moving on to

~spects of language and language patho!og-f~Hh; , we will
'

discuss language anq_uisition and development ln early chiJ;dhood.

~

·

T,here are numerous definitions of l.angUa,g e di1s orders
stat.ing in one form or another tha.t ·s uch

disorde~-s

dev1ati'ons from normal language expectations.

are

These

definitions require knowledge of' normal language behavior in
order that valid judgments ·c an be made about path<rlogical
langua._g e.-

Since li.nguistic "normal_c yn is a functign of age .,.

the topic of language disorders must be viewed from a
de:ve.lopmental framework!

Remember before discussing this

aspect ·o-f' language, if ~'~eeai:e to make valid judgments a bout
linguis:tic

p~thologies

in children, the judgments must be.

made in the context o.f the language system of the ·c hild's
linguistic community.
The mystery of how a child learns to speak has intrigu-e d
_a;nd puzzled adults· since the ''beginning of time."

'T he mental

abilities- of a little child seem to be rather limited in. many
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ways, yet he masters the exceedingly complex structure of
his native language in the course of a short three to four
years.

It is even more unbelievable that each child, exposed

to a different sample o·f the language, and generally with
little or no conscious tuition by _his parents, arrives at
essentially the same grammar in this brief span • . Each child
rapidly becomes a full-fledged member of his language community, able to produce and comprehend an endless variety of
novel yet. meaningful utterances in the language he has
mastered!
Until recently, behavioristic psychology looked upon
language, and the task of first language learning, as just
another form of human behavior which could be reduced to
the laws of conditioning.

The linguistic theory presented

by Slobin for understanding language acquisition is the
picture ·o f a child who is creatively constructing his language
on his own, in accordance with innate and intrinsive capacities--a child who. is El.eveloping new theories of the
structure of the language, modifying and discarding old
theories as he goes.4 2 This picture differs radically from
the tra'ditional picture of a child whose learning is governed
by variables such as frequency, recency, contiguity, and
reinforcement.

There are many theoretical disputes involved

in language development, but the concern of this discussion
is the facts of language acquisition.
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Massive changes in the grammatical status of children
take place between one-and-a-half and three years.

The

age at which studies can he conducted are therefore

fixe~.

As a result, the bulk of study and observation information
come from a simple method of tape recordings.

The richest

details and the deepest insights so far have come from
longitude:rtal collections of speech samples.

These studies

have followed general linguistic development as well as the
emergency of particular grawmatical systems.

Almost without

exception, observational studies have been engaged with
the production and not the comprehension of speech.

Weir

(1962), Braine (1963a), Brown and Bellugi (1964), Miller
and Ervin ( 1964), McNeill (1966b), Grube ( 1967), and Bloom
(1968) have all contributed in varying amounts to recorded
and audio visual collections of material. 4 3
Typically, a small

group.~: of

children is visited at

home once or twice a month, and everything the child says
and everything said to him is tape recorded.

The reason for

these· visits is to collect a sizeable body of spontaneous
utterances from a child.

One then tries to write a grammar

that covers a child's complete copy of language.

The

object is to capture the child's total linguistic system
at the time the language sample is collected, without dis44
tortion from adult grammar.
The onset of speech and speech development is dependent
on the pattern .of motor development (Tenneberg, 1967)(Miller, 1951).
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It specifies that Broca's area. (the area of the brain which
controls motor speech) does not typically develop until the
1

•

seventeenth month, although other cortical mo:tctr centers
are differentiated by the eleventh month..

There appears

to be corresponding "stages" of motor development for each
11
-

stage" of speech development.

These stages are not separate

distinct steps but distinctive points on a developmental
continium.

The physiological correlates of these speech

development stages are related to changes in size·· and
structure of the articulating and resonating apparatus, as
45
well as to development of motor coordination.
Brown and Fraser ( 196J) called the patt·erened speech
of very young children "telegraphic."

Certain words .in

communicating are systematically eliminated.

In a sample

collection of a child at 20· months, one finds that articles,
auxiliary verbs, and inflections of every sort are missing-for example, "put suitcase, , • for?"', ''where birdie go?",
"What innere?" and "Yep, it fit."

Child speech may be·

telegraphic for the same reason real telegrams are--to save
on costs.

The least irtf.o rmat i ve words are deleted,. by the

child to save space in memo;rY•

This cannot be exactly true.

Telegraphic speech is the outcome of the process of language
acquisition, not the process itselr. 48 .
The infant •s. early attempts at vocal .c ommunication. are
quite different from human language in important ways..

The

child infant has a repertoire of inborn noises expressing
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many different need states.

It will take a long time before

vocalizations are used to designate objects or events, to
ask and answer questions, etc.

The earliest sounds of the

child appear to be a part of nondirected bodily reflex
responses to new physical environments . according to Taylor
and Swinney.

During the first month of life the child uses

crying, whimpering, and contented vocal behavior, which are
believed to serve as prerequisites for later phonetic develop~ent.

At about 8 weeks of age, the child usually begins

to engage in babbling (nonsocial sound production).

These

random sounds are governed by thematuration of the motor
mechanisms which control the movements of the lips, tongue,
and other articulators.
Following babbling, vocal play (social sound productions)
appears around the eighth month.

This usually includes

echolalia which Van Riper (1963) discusses as occurring
in month 10-11, and contouring (the utilization of correct
adult inflection patterns with nonsensical articulatory
utterances).

This is one of the first linguistic features

of adult language that a child acquires.
laps into the stage of

purposi~e

Vocal play over-

utterances, in which

appropriate use of words or syllables occurs.

This stage

begins sometime near or before the end of the first year.46
By the end of one year, the normal child can produce a
number of clearly differentiated sounds.

This is when parents

begin to hear what they identify as "first words" coming out
of the baby's babbling.

These first words often have the
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fore~

of

. entir~

sentences. and have been. referred to as "one-

word sentences.• n47
Even before te;legraphic. speech is :speech typical of the
one-y.e ar-old.

"Holophra.st ic speech" refers to the possi-

b1,1Jty that the single: word utterance of' young children express

complex· :ldeast that ball mea.h s no.t simply a spherica:t .
object, but tha.t a child want.s that object, or

th~t

he

beli:eves he has created such an object, or that someone is
.

!

·e x.p ected.. to 'l ook at ·s uch an o.bjec·t'.. 49

·T he meaning of these

"one word sentences" var!e·s with the situation, so. "·mama:''
can mean "Mama come hereJ" or "That ·• s, Mama," or ''I'm hungry'·'
or any number of things.

we, ·c annot yet spea:k: of the child's

active grammar because he .has· not yet combined his word.s
into· longer utterances.

It is possible that he a.l ready has

a "passive" grammatical s.y stem (Stage I).

This means the ·

child is learning the transformational rules of grammar which
enable him to understand some

gra:nlma~ical

patterns in adult

spe.e cn, :eut not well enough to utter anything more than. oneword sentences.
The descri,ption of chilti language

ha~

been developed

U:t'lder t ·he impetus of transformati-o nal grammar a.cc<:lrditlg to
Slob!n.-

Children form a. variety of word categories· of their

own based on the functions of words in the.1.r own 'langu,a.ge
systems 1 an.d so words must be loo·ked .a t in tne. light Pf the
.c hild's total system, rather than in. terms of the adult
sys.tem which he has not mastered,5° .
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The second stage may be one of "unmarked grammatical
systems" in which certain regularities of grammatical sequences
may occur.5 1 From this point the child's language is structured in a hierarchical structure.

The child starts putting

two words together at around two years and an investigation
of his act1 ve grammar can begin. · Ervin·,- .. Tripp, .a nd Miller
questions whether these are memorized sequences or a generat ion of novel sentences.
in a he irarchical structure.

Not only · is the
also ~

~hild • s

.l anguage

tenas· ·eo 'b e regular t

the structures change with age and they do not always
orfespond to adult structures.5 2
McNeill says, ''When words are first combined · a number
of grammatical relations already ·e xist..

The new development

is not the appearance of grammar, but the appearance of
patterned speech to express grammar •••• patterned speech is.
a new phase in a child's constant effort to express grammatical
relations. ,,53
The growth of two-word utterances is slow at first, but
rapidly accelerates.

Distributional analysis reveals that

the child does not produce these utterances by mere \mstructured juxtaposition of two words; rather, two classes
of words are !'evealed by analysis.

There is a small cla.s s

of "pivot words" { Braine) or "operators
large "open class

11

11

(

Mi.I1er) and a

of words, many of which were pre.v iously

one-word utterances.

The ''pivot

11

class of words are frequently

used; the open class words are infrequently used.

Words from
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the

p~vot

class almost always appear in combination with

words from the open class and never alone or with each other.
Words from the open class may appear a.lone and w,ith each
other.

The two classes generally have complimentary member-

ship and take fixed positions when combined,

Pivot classes

may appear first or second in se-ntences, but no word from
a single pivot class appears in both places,

The open

class is quick to take in new vocabulary while the pivot
class is slow to do so.5 4 For example, a child may say
things such as "boot in," "tape on," ''fix on,." and other
sentences like. this.

The word .2.!! is a sort of "pivot" here--

a large coll.e ction of words can precede it in first position.
Or the "pivot" may be in the first position and open class
words in second

position~-"more

cookie," "more 'hot," "more

sing," etc.55
The main point is that the child already has a system
of his own which is not a direct copy of the adult system.
He has two classes of words--even though in adult language
his words·· may fall into a number of classes (adjective, noun,
etc.).

The child's responses do not correspond with the

adult's speech responses and do not look like reduced or
delayed imitations of adult utterances,

When

({)J'~e h~~:r :the· ·~

charming utterances by children-- ''all gone sticky," "more
page," "other fix"---9-!IM must realize it is unlikely that the
normal parent speaks to his child in that way.
~ikely

More than

the child is already using the limited linguistic

means at his disposal to create novel utterances within his
6
own simple but already structured s·ystem (Slobin). 5
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Of course, his speech must bear some relation to the speech
around him, but Slobin says it is definitely not just a
reduced copy of the adult system.
The pivot analysis is only a description of the form
of children's utterances.
content of their speech.

It tells nothing about the
The most recent work on language

acquisition is concerned with semantic questions.

We are

searching for relations between what a child intends to say
and the form of his surface utterantes.
two-word sentences begin to develop.
may be no discernible pivot stage,

Other sorts of

In some children there
The child's system is

organized on the two familiar levels--surface and deep.
Through this description the rules the children follow in
constructing sentences can be written out.
In 1970, Bloom found children using Noun + Noun structures
to express different sorts of underlying semantic relat ions hips; -. for example:

ADULT

CHILD

cup glass--conjunction
J: see a cup and a glass.
party hat--attribution
This is a party hat.
Kathryn sock--possession
This is Kathryn's sock.
sweater chair--location
The sweater is on the chair.
Kathryn ball--subject-object Kathryn will throw the ball.
By looking. 7at the adult sentences one can determine
underlying semantic relationships on the basis of their
syntactic form.

The meanings of the child's utterances

cannot be unequivocally interpreted apart from the context
in which they were uttered.

So the development of syntax
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makes it possible to speak of things which are not always
evident in the nonlinguistic situation.57

The child is

limited to sentences of two wor.d s, but it is evident he
is aware of the five semantic relationships expressed
above.
Brown and his colleagues have studiedlinguist1c
competence in children--one specific child .from two years
to five years--at different stages in the form of generative
grammar.

At 28 months, the child had three grammar rules

summarizing his performance.

These rules describe o-ne-,

two-,, three-, and four-word sentences ·
S -----

The first rule--

(NP) (VP)-- indicates a sentence consisting of a

noun phrase or a verb phrase.

Rule (2)--Nl? ----- ~~ ~l in-

dicates first (P N)--a noun or a pivot plus a noun, or
(N N) two nouns,

Rules (1) and (2) apply to such sentences

as ball, that ball, and Adam balL,

Rule (J) --VP -----

(V) NP--

along with Rules (1) and (2) together apply in Adam want
ball and Adam, Mommy pencil.

These sentences are a little

less than two morphenes long on the a.v erage.

Nd.ne months

late·r length has increased to nearly three morphe1Ill8S on
the average--bu:t the grammar is much elaborated,

Rather

than three phrase-structural rules, there are now 14; rather
than no transformational rules, there are twenty-four. (See
Appendix.)
The complexity of the task facing the child in acquiring
his speech has been made very clear.

With each in~ement
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in true grammar, , it becomes highly complex,

There is a

continuity from the expression of grammatical relations
with single words ·during the holophrastic period,
through the use of simple word combinations, to the elaboration of grammar and transformational of rules,

It can

be seen, children follow a biol,ogically u:nique path ,

Children

develop the system of communication devoted totally to the
communication of relations naturally and early.
THEORIES OF LANGUAGE ACQUISITION
The direction of current theory and research by psycholinguists in the field of language acquisition has been
to emphasize universality and the existence of ·innate,
biological determinants of this universality (supported by
Chonsky, 1960, and Tenberg, 1967).
and heated

ar~uments

language acquisition.

There are many complex

around the issue of innate factors in
The impact of transformational

grammar--along with recent work in

et~ology,

perceptual and

cognitive development and othe;r area·s --has revived the
interest in nativistic aspects of the growth of intelligence.
The problem of accounting for human

l~nguage

acquisition has

been and continues to be central in thd.s debate,
Theories of language acquisition must come to terms
with the complexity of the task facing the child--especially
the problem of discovering underlying structures -and meanings
of sentences (Slobin),5 8 Several theories of language
acquisition have been advanced to support the "facts"
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surrounding language development during childhood..
theories

tak~

The.se

into account anthropological, sociologica.l,

biological, and psychological principles.

A theorY' has not.

yet been presented which sufficie_ntly accounts for both the
theoretical assumptions of cont!:!mporary linguistics and the
large body of empirical data on

l~guage

development.

Nevertheless, attempts have been made to explain both the
necessary process and the facts associated with language
growth. 59
There are three iDasic po.stures concerning first
language acquisition.

All of these deal primarily with

linguistic production, not comprehensi<Jin,

This factt is

unfo.r tunate because comprehension .has seemed to e:x:ceed
production and is probably a more valid indication of linguist.ic competence.
Learning Theories
One basic ·t heory has an empiricist or learning theory
orientation.

0nly observable data .a re considered in the

building of learning theories of language growth.
theories have the most .e xtensive history.,

These

They are :deri-

vatives of performance learning models of observed behavior
in animals and include various sys.tems of stimulus-response
contigui.ties.

The theories in this. classification range

from single-state chaining (conditioning) o·f s.timuli and
responses to complex combinations of all learning theorl·e s.
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The need for a learning theory in language acquisition
arose so that psychology could get away from the "mentalistic"

reasoning and move towards introspection which was where
much of human behavioral research was entrenched until the
turn of the twentieth century.
The simplest of the learning theories is the Markov
Processes which holds that any word in an utterance is
dependent upon and determined by those words which have
preceded it. 60 The process consists of the occurence of
left-to-right chaining of words through conditioned S-R
connections (See Appendix.).

Each word has a simple,

theoretically determinable, probability of occurrence based
on the strength of previous associations (habit formation)
between any one word and those words preceding it.
This structure has been demonstrated to be an insufficient model of language behavior and of syntactic acquisition
on several grounds.

The left-to-right generator only has

the "grammatical" rule that once a word (or group of words)
is produced, the next word(s) is chosen from a set of
probalistically related words.

Chdrosky (1957) has shown that

English sentences are not generated through serial dependencies; thus, eliminating Markov Processes as an explanation
of syntactic development.

Also, both the lexicon and syntax

arise only through previous experience.

This would mean

a speaker (or listener) would have to hear each variation
of word combinations at least once to establish sufficient
contingencies to enable him to speak the potentially unlimited set of sentences he is able to produce.

Finally,
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this process would generate many drastically ungrammatical
utterances. 61 The Markov model does provide a potentially
useful explanation of decision making processes for language.
Another learning theory is operant
developed primarily by B. F. Skinner.

condit~oning

He discusses language

acquisition in terms of the principles of instrumental
(operant) conditioning which he and others -developed through
laboratory research with animals.

Operant conditioning

consists of a model wherein responses are first emitted and
then rewarded.

This reinforaement contingency assures

further occurrence of the rewarded response.

The emitted

response, for which there is no observable stimulus, is
termed operant,
Skinner classifies verbal operants into different
functional

categor~es.

A

~

is a verbal operant where

the response is reinforced by a characteristic consequence,
therefore it is under the control of relevant conditions
of deprivation or areisine stimuli.

A

~

is a verbal

operant where the response is evoked (or at least strengthened ) by a particular object.
stimulus control.

This response is ·under

A tact is' the response a child might

emit when he sees an object.

Echoic operants are where the

response is under the control of prior verbal stimuli.

62

The basis of Skinner's approach to language acquisition
is contiguity between response and reward (reinfocing stimulus).
Skinner's system is much like the Markow' process.

It specifies

the verbal unit with greatest response strength in a particular
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s-ituation so that lexical and phonological acquisition are
presumed to result from verbal (or physical) rewarding
of the child for saying a word-like sound(s),

Rewarding

gives the word a certain probability of future occurrence.
Most undifferentiated verbal responses of a child are
basically seen .as being shaped by appropriate stimulus
reinforcement.
Operant principles account for the development of
syntax through the use of "chaining" of operants, where
each operant is induced by its own s,p ecific cue.

Another

strength in this theory is that when an operant has been
conditioned in one stimulus. situation, it may occur without
further conditioning in another stimulus condition by the
process of generali·z at ion. 63
,,

tl

rC;hams·k y ·tn his ReV.iew of . VerbaL_,BehaviG>r (Skinner,

1957) criticized Skiilmer on many levels.

ChoiJn,sky asserts

that verbi1izations cannot be adequately discussed in terms
of respohse stren~th as Skinner has described it.

Skinner's

response strength was defined as "probal:)ili.ty of emiss .i on''
and was determineq. primarily by frequency of occurrence
of the R... s association.

Choll\sky noted, however, that

response frequency is d1rectly attributable to the frequency
of occurrence of the controlling varial:;>les, thus, there .is
no "probability" invo'l ved in response strength--but each
response is uniquely determined by occurrence of variables.
What Chomtsky argues is that the term "response str.e ngth"
is merely used to give the appearance of objectivity to
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Skinner's theory,-64

Fader .(1965) dtsqusses the. p).t.fa;lls of

operant principles as related t ·o language.
indicateS that the name

O'f

.T he R-S theory

an Objeet Wh1Ch is present in

ee

the room as the speak.e r will

spo~~n

with greater· fre-

quency than the. name of an b'bject not prese.n t.
convinced there is no data to support this,
'•
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Chol!JJSky summartzes nts

~criticism

Foder is

65

o.f Skinne;r- py .sta;ting

that the .o perant model has yet to ,explain the fa·c:t that all
normal children acquire essentially

compa:t~able

grammars in a . very short period.· of time.

complex

..

The o.perant model

does not adequately account for novel utterances.

tylore

importa.nt, the model Eails to 'account for the acquisition

~ . o f. synt ax. 66
o.f compre h ens .LOn
T.wo other theories will be. mentioned briefly.

The

insufficiency of a single s,tage HB-B theory has .l ed theor:ists
to attempt to adapt two ... s.tage learning models,
originated the mediation model.

I{ull (194.:3)

A proper proponent of the

Hull ian theory as: applied to language is Osgood ( 1967).
specifically, the model can account for the prod,uction of
an appropriate linguistic response in. the absence of an
overt stimulus which is particularly useru'l in accounting
f'or acquisition of "word meaning,"
Foder has opposed, this th,eory stating

t'h~re

.a ppears

to be essentially no difference between sl.ngle-stage and
mediation theo:ries,

AJ.:ong wi·t h single•state theories the

mediation theory fails to handle comprehension, novel utter ...
.
..
67
ances, and the development of grammatioally comp 1 ex sentences.
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Mowrer

(1954, 1966) presents an S-R theory .o f language

. aqquis,ition based on imitation and derived frdm observed
animal

beh~vior~

the ''talking
behavior,

This theory is 'based on the behavio:t' o.f

birds~·

·who 'l earn through stages ·o f imitative

Menerally, Mow:rer

fe~ls

that through reinfor.c ed

practice, muscular ra nd neural patterns ar.e. established and,
'l ater, the motion of prodUcing words triggers self-satisfying re'inforcement.

;E"or this reason, this ·theo.ry has.
been termed autist1c. 68
Imitation models are open to cr1t:icism-.:..the most.
obvious and important is that the models' by themse.lves
provide' no means of a ·c counting for <Comprehension and noV:el.
utterances.

.Comp;rehension cannot be·

.imit~ted

altha11gh a

sentence may be ora'l ly imitated.
Int·e grated Theories of Learning have been developed
as a result of the f;3-ilure to

e~pla;in

aspects of l_anguage

acquisition by traditional learning models.

Staa't s (1968),

Jenkins and Pa:lermo (1964} have: integrated many of the learning theories.

';['hese theories have been under ,just as mu_ch

cr,itip:ism as o·t .her learning theories,

They- also do not

explain comprehensive behavior or .grammatical novel sentence
production.
Nativist Theories
Nativist theories of language acquisition, ln general,
hold that language maturation must be explained tn te-rms of
certA.,in innate properties of· the human organism, not on the
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basis of experience and learning.

Slobin states, "Psy-

chological learning .theories are constructed to deal with
associations of stimuli and responses, but what the child
acquires in the course of language development is not a
collection of S-R connections, but a complex internal rule
system . .. 69
According tb ·.·Tenneberg , ( 1967), "The complex! ty of this
'

task has made it plausible to postulate that the child's mind
is somehow "set" in a pretermined way to process the sorts
of structures which characterize human language, arriving
at something like a transformational grammar o.f his native
language.

Therefore, the grammatical system itself is not

given as innate knowledge, but it is felt the child has
innate means of processing information and forming internal
structures .

When these capacities are applied to the speech

he hears, he succeeds in constructing a grammar of his native
language .

Indirect evidence for this approach comes from ,

the fact that there seems to be a biologically determined
"critical stage" for language acquisition in humans (during
childhood) and that there probably are special structures in
the human brain, lacking in. all other animal brains, which
perform language functions."?O
The bulk of the linguistic information used in this
discussion have come from research done by Choltbsky and
also by McNeill--both nativist.
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Chomsky holds that a rationalist approach which assumes
an innate system capable of handling language is more tenable
than learning models advanced by empirical psychologists.
Chemsky's basic hypothesis is that children have no more
control over the processes governing the development of
linguistic rules for generating sentences than they have
fo~,

say, their visual perception.

Cho ~sky

(1965) and

Katz (1966) have assumed the existence of a Language
Acquisition Device (LAD) as one component of a total system
of intellectual structures.7 1 The following quotes from
Chonsky portray his personal convictions concerning language
acquisition!
" •••• knowledge of grammatical structure cannot arise
by application of step-by-step inductive operations (segmentation , classification, substitution procedures,
association, etc.) of any sort that have yet been developed
within linguistics, psychology, or philosophy •••• It seems
plain that language acquisition is based on the child's
discovery of what from a formal point of view is a deep and
abstract theory--a generative grammar of his language--many
of the concepts and principles of which are only remotely
related to experience by long and intricate chains of unconscious quasi-inferential steps.

A consideration of the

character of the grammar that is acquired, the degenerate
quality ahd narrowly limited extent of the available data,
the striking uniformity of the resulting grammars , and their
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independence of intelligence, motivation, and emotional state,
over wide ranges of variation, leave little hope that much
of the structure of the language can be learned by an
organism initially uninformed as to its general character ••••
•••• on the basis of the best information now available,
it seems reasonable to suppose that a child cannot help
constructing a . :particular kind of transformational grammar
to account for the data presented to him, any more than he
can control his perception of visual objects •••• Thus, it
may well be that the general features of language structure
reflect, not as much the course of one's experience, but
rather the

gen~ral

character of one's capacity to acquire

knowledge in tHe traditional sense, one's innate ideas and
innate princip]es."7 2
McNeill also argues that the child must bring both .
formal and substantive linguistic universals to the
language acquisition situation.

He makes his argument on

the basis of the claims advanced by Chomsky.

McNeill advances

his hypothesis :on the basis of the apparent fact that one
must know the deep structure of a sentence in order to
comprehend its :meaning.

For McNeill, a theory of language

acquisition mus:t explain development of deep structures and
the transformat'ional rules which transform them into more
complex surface structures.

He postulates that a compre-

hensive theory ,of language acquisition must account for
both comprehens.ion and production.

His assumptions permit
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prediction of what will constitute a future verbal
behavior,

Further, it accounts for the fact that (1) the

child's acquisition is rapid and regular,and (2) and language
performance is realized as both comprehension and production,
Mixture Theories
Recently, various researchers have attempted to bridge
the gaps between the nativist and learning viewpoints.
DeCecco states .a
"If Chomsky and Skinner could accept the. cue function
of words as external stimuli that mediate internal processes,
and if they could accept the possibility of behavior chains
capable of both horizontal and vertical arrangements, tbeir
positions would not be as opposed as they now seem to be, .. 75
Foder (1966) believes that the child is born with an
innate propensity for learning specific principles and with
some intrinsic structure for language,

He views the child

as receiving an enormous sample of grammatical and ungrammatical utterances from his environment.
indUce

The child must

deep structures for various sentence types.

Fodor

proposes that the child innately has the rules to assure
that (1} only a small number of possible analysis is
performed on a corpus of data (to fit with time considerations) and (2) the correct analysis is among these.
child is thought to have many rules for

anal~ing

The

surface

st·rUctures and changing them to their corresponding deep
structure,

With these, the child is able to select syntactic

73
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descriptions which maximize the probability of determing
74
the underlying and derived structural relationship.
As one can see. Fodo.r's "innate mechanism" is in the
form of specific inference rules that work in specific
cases, rather than a list of total solutions to all language
data.

ThiS·""'makes Fodor a part of the group--mixturists.

Fodor has said:
...... the question about innateness is sometimes raised
not in terms of the evidence for or against some particular
theory about what is innate, but rather in terms of whether
anything need be innately contributed at all.
to this question must be obvious.

The answer

Any organism that genera-

lized its experiences at all must, on pain of infinite regress,
have some unlearned principles for extrapolation.

The

dispute between associative theories of language learning
and the nativist theory is not over whether there are some
innate principles, it is only over the content and complexity of the innate _endowment."76
Slob1n (1966) agrees with McNeill that a LAD is neces ... ·
sary, however, he prefers a process approach where. universal
characteristi.cs of language are part of the innate, structure.
Slobin feels that empirical data has disproved McNeill's
idea of giving the child credit for having all the rules
with which it is necessary to process language.

We find

that McNmill's work suggests that the child. would innately
have an entire hierarchy of adult word classes; but, Miller
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and Ervin ( 1964) have found that subjects I?·l~ced adjectives
in both their pivot and open classes . . A control .approach
to LAD woul.d account for this data discre,p anoy.

The.r e.

would be progressive definernent of' word cla,sses ,a s the·
inference· rules had an increasingly larger corpus· o:f
on which to work.

With the use

or

these innate

d~ta

rules ~ on

the

linguistic da..ta ·p resented, the child could develop the
linguistic universa:l.,..-.as, well as produce an appropr'iate
grammar.

So where M.c Neill postulates the hierarchy of word

classes as · inna.te, Slobin points out that, the sernanti·c
nature of words and word classes. would specify tnis
;l

h1eraJrchy • . ·slobin suggests that learnable semantic features
de,v .e lop the underlying grarn:mat.ical cate·g ories, which the
'i nnate LAO. infe·r red, thus bridging the gap of nativist and
l ·e arning theorists.
Analysis of the above theories are, varied.

The major

criticism of learning theories of 'l anguage acquisition is
that they do not e·x plain the child's potential :for generating
and comprehending an ertormou.s number of' novel grammatical
sentences.

Learning theories ra·r ely dea.l with the fact that

compr.e hension of llnguistic units seems to be. acquired
befo:re production .;• or why items which hav.e been comprehended are. not irnmedj,ately produci.ble.

Comprehension .is

handled thr.o ugh as·s ertion of an innate {unlearned) mechanism
for decoding and manipulating verbal output.

L~arntng.

theories do· appear to adequately descr.ibe acquisi.ti<:m Gf
meaning for word,s, short ;phrases, and phonological ,rules.
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A criticism of nativist theories is that they tend to
suffer from la'ck of secificity in their explanations.
They fail to explain the occurrence of certain overt linguistic phenomena (for example, imitation).

Nativists

are also in the precarious position of losing explanatory
power by assuming too much as innate.
For these and other reasons, it seems most profitable
to consider the case presented in a mixture point of view.
The universals of language are accounted for by means of
innate mechanisms and the principles of S-R conditioning.
These are seen as aiding in the child's acquisition of an
intricate language system.
toward Slobin'' s concept.

Taylor and Swinney tend to lean
"Slobin' s ideas appear to be

quite reasonable and exciting.

Po.S-1 t ing a general o,r gan-

ization of the mind which allows for inductive reasoning,
and which can be applied specifically to language (among
other things), appears to be the most parsemonious organization of such a varied ., all pervading, integrated organ
as the human braino"77
DeVito has said concerning theories of language acquisition t
" ••• At the time of this writing, mid-1971, there
is no psychological theory that is completely compatible
with the linguistic facts.

No current theory adequately

explains language behavior as it is. described by linguists ••••
•••• It should be clear that a theory of language is
not the same as a theory of a language user.

A theory of
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language is an abstract characterization of the facts of
language.

The task of psychology, on the basis of the

facts of language contained in the linguistic theory, a
model of language performance, a model of how the linguistic
competence is utilized.

Such a theory, ••• can only

p~ .

constructed from complete and accurate data about
language.

In reality, however, the · data on language are

far from complete and probably in many respects inaccurate ... 7 8
Through the research and continued debates, what is
bound to emerge will be a more complex 'image of the psy- '
chological nature of man, involving complex internal structures.
He will be partly

determ~ned

genetically, in part determined

by the variety and richness of environment through the
influence of human culture, and probably only minimally
determined by traditional sorts of reinforced stimulus
response connections. 79
Language/Learnipg _Disabil.ities '. ari.d .. Therapy- Indications
As we have seen, for all the effort that linguists
and researchers name put forth in studying languages relatively little is known concerning the way languages are put
together and even less is kno·wn about how we understand,
generate or acquire the language we speak.

There are many

different and often incompatible linguistic theories and there
are many facts about language which are not taken into
account by a theory.

No matter how many theories do or do

not provide adequa te explanation of language, man continue s
to communicate through the use of language.
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One of the most devastating and isolating events which
can occur to a human being is failure to acquire la.nguage,
or a disruption of the language acquisition process.
Results of such disruptions can and do have :far-reaching
educational and societal implications.

Much evidence has

shown that there are many children who for .o ne reason or
another have not achieved a level. of another
have not achieved a level of language acquisition which
allows them to enter fully into the life of the community.
Language users make· mistakes, they forget what they
were talking about, they hesitate, they change their minds.
We have already discussed. performance as a description of
what a language user actually says and compe.tence as a
description of hi8 knowledge.

The distinction between com-

petence and performance can be important in therapy.

Does

a particular case o.f language pathology represent a deficit
in competence or performance?
Psycholinguistists are interested in the extent language
may actively shape human thought and ac.t ion.

What are the

ways in which the grQ.wing child's ability to speak may affect
the course of his mental development?
Failure to attain skill in language usage results in
immeasurable handicaps for a child's general intellectual
and cognitive development,

Language development is of

permanent importance in ·c oncept. formation, problem solving,
thinking, and learning.

The "slow" child will experience

profound and prolonged academic retardation in classrooms
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which place a great, deal of value on; the child's ability to
use language because much of the classroom tlme from, the
primary to the

mid-el~mentary

grades i 'S devoted to formal

and, informal classroom d+scusston.

Also, the child may

develop problems in emotional and. social adjustment as he
is faced daiJ.y with communicative situations with peers
and adUlts which result in failur,e and frustration.

Parents

often discover, after seeking, appro,priate professional assista.nce, that there is difficulty in obtaining effective servtce
which provides a complete comprehensive program for their
child.

A deep-,f elt st,rain is f ,e lt by the family upon real.i-

:zat!on: that their child is handicapped.

But even mo.r e frus-

trating is the lack of .e ffective and s:ufficient professional
80
se:rvices. ·
After looking at the language acquisition process and
current theories it is rapparent that the role of language
.a nd its :related disorders in the emotional, social,, and educatiro nal g,r owth and develro,pment. of the rc hild is: of considerable
consequence.
So ,far we have discussed the normal process of language
acquisition in the, normal child.
communication is Jmpai:red?
diff'tculties in langu.age?

What .a bout the 'C hil.d whose

W!Jat factors lead to these
The application of the common

practice of referrtng to language disabilities in relation to
etiology has l:'esulted in

a

semantic conglomeration of confusion.

The researchers seem to have concentrated more on etiologies
rather than spec.ific charact.e risties of ro:odificat·ion.

The
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search for an etiology has been frequently unsuccessful and
the conclusions found highly speculative,81

Of course,

the etiology and factors maintaining the disability are worth
exploring, but an analysis of linguistic behavior should serve
as the main focus of the diagnosis and classification.

After

a reasonable search for etiologies (hearing loss, brain
damage, etc.) the next question is--What are the current
linguistic characteristics of the child?

What is the quantity

and quality of the child's language?
· 1.

Has the child acquired any language by age four years

when language should be well developed?
2.

How delayed is the language usage of a child as

compared with his age peers?

J,

What is the status of his language usage after the
82
child has acquired adequate language function?
It is more important to obtain information about the '
child's level of language development by looking at linguistic
abilities for the child in his speech community,

This would

include the developmental level of speech sounds, vocabulary,
concept formation, and sentence formation (syntax).

After

obtaining a status report of the child's linguistic profile,
it is useful in planning the child's training program to
determine whether the language disability represents a
developmental retardation or was acquired after the development of normal language function,
With all these factors in mind, Michael Marge has constructed a simple and meaningful approach to defining and
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classifying the problems of language as follows:
1. Failure to acquire any language. Children who by
age four years have not shown any sign of acquiring tbe
language of their speech community.
2. Delayed language acquisition.is below levels
attained by their age peers in their speech community. The
delay may occur in .all,, .one, or some combination of the
phonological, 'semantic, and syntactic components of the
language of their speech community.

3. Acquired language disabilities. Members of a speech
community who had at some point in their developmental history
acquired the ~- langu12;ge . of their speech community, who subsequent to such adequate language acqu1sltlon suffered a
complete loss or reduction of their c.apaci~~ to use the
language common to their speech community.
Research has also shown a pertinent re-lationship between
th~

comprehensiQn and expression of

lang~ge.

For we find

children who understand language yet they have not acquired
any proficiency in the expression of the language.

This

seems to imply that the semantic development, involving
concept formation, precedes the acquisition of express-ive
language.
There are certain factors essential for developing skill
in language.

The most essential factors include - normally

developing speech and hearing mechanisms, .: allowing for the
reception and understanding of the -oral language

~f

others,.

and the expressions which continue to approximate -and
finally match an adult' s· language; a degree of intelligence
allowing learning and intellectual functioning; and sufficient
environmental stimulation to trigger readiness stages leading
from one plateau of language learning to the hext.
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Interventional Techniques for Language Disabilities
There are two broad categories of Interventional techniques for language Disabilities:

t).

diagnostic approaches--

the methods: which assess the status of the child's disability,
attempt to determine etiology .and prognosis and suggest
appropriate procedures for modifying behavio.r , and 2)

train-

ing methods--those procedures which assist the child in
attaining language function appropriate to the child's age •.
Most diagnostic efforts include the use of standardized
and/or unstandardized tests and personal observat.ion to assess
the function of the child • s spee.c h and hearing mechanisms,
intellectual capacity, personality characteristics, health
and family history, present general health, and G>ral language
skills.
Appendix.

An outline of current tests is presented in the
The approach is usually on a corttinsurm--either

from an examinatj,on on a one-time basis to an assessment process
which is continuously carried out while the child is in training or from the sole use of the expertise of one discipline-speech .p athology, special education, etc.--to an interdisciplinary team approach.
The approaches used for modifying and impr0ving· the
oinguistic behavior of children may 1)
language forms and 2)

emphasi~e

sound-to-

chiefly focus on language forms.

In

the first approach, children are taught the: sounds of language:
in isolation, proceeding to nonsense syllables, words, phrases
and .sentences.

The second appr<!lDh is to teach the· child
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There are also

combinations of both approaches which may teach both sounds
84
and syntax simultaneously.
The primary goal of management and corrective education
for all children with language disabilities is to help each
child develop effective language ability as soon as possible.
The effectiveness of language is ail-important for it refers
to the development of a language function, especially oral
language appropriate for the child's age and maturational
level, which allows him to listen, understand, and communicate
his thoughts and feelings in a meaningful and understandable
manner to peers and adulti.

Secondary goals identifying

specific skills and behaviors for all children resulting
from a language training program include•
1. Development of facile expression of thoughts and
feelings.
2. Development of "linguistic shifting behavior"--i.e.,
a skill which allows a speaker to readily adj~st from one
communicative situation, with its inherent requirements,
to another, by adapting to the appropriate oral language
needs of the situation.

J.

Expansion of the linguistic repertoire of words and

concepts.

4. By the use of readiness activities, provision of a
linguistic foundation for the further development of language
skills, such as reading and writing.

5. Assistance to the child, family, and the school in
accepting the language disability without emotiog~l overreaction and with a great degree of objectivity. )
In language correction, each child needs individual
specific training according to his needs.

Each child is
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perceived as a functioning or potentially functioning linguistic
systetn; therefore, the training program should be based in
large part on. his current and potential linguistic capacity
rather than on the limitations which are implied by the
etiological category into which he has. been placed.
d~scription

The

of his linguistic ability and disability and not

the etiology of his disability should determine the form of
the management process.
One of the most promising and perhaps the most comprehensive diagnostic tests which analyzes language behavior
and avoids etiological classifications is the Illinois Test of
Psycholinguistic Abilities (ITPA).

It reveals a child's

ling:uistic strengths and weaknesses and also suggests the
most appropriate ways to provide a remedial program.
The test appraises. linguistic abilities on 1)

two levels

of language usage--representational and automatic-sequential;
2)

three main psycholinguistic processes--decoding, encoding,

and association; 3)

certain channels of communication--

auditory or visual and motor or vocal.

(This is based on

the theoretical model of language by Osgood.)

.A clinical

model of the ITPA can be seen in the Appendix.
In developing a specific training program and obtaining
the direction appropriate for an individual child ., utilizing
the available diagnostic data, answers to the following questions
should be sought:
1.

When should the language training program begin?
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2. What are the specific goals for the child based on
the current status of his language ability?
).

Should the child be seen individually or in a group?

4.

How frequently should the child be seen?

5.

What ancillary services must be provided?

The literature available on language disabilities in
children is rapidly expanding and full of rich and full programs
of training.
t.raining s

1)

There are three general approaches to language
phonetic,, 2)

and coricept formation, and 3)
Table

development of perceptual skills
grammat'i cal approaches.

86 in the Appendix summarizes these approaches,
There is a problem of limitations of available manpower

resources to language-handicapped children which is compounded by the limitations in the settings where services
are offered.

The settings where we most often find management

services include regular day-school programs, preschool
education programs, college and university speech and

heari~g

centers, hospital and community speech and hearing centers,
and private practice.

The ideal setting for serving the child

with a language disability is in the public school.
After this brief look at language disabilities and diagnotics, we can feel the need the child has and the anxiety
he must experience.
This paper was designed so that I could gain more insight
into the external need of an individual in relation to what
is going on inside to make this child the way he is.
been most beneficial to me.

It has
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What is languag.e ?
Language for de Saussure,,,"is a static, unchangable
system of pure values which can be established through the
assooiat'ive and syntagmatic relations of signs," 87
For Sapir, "Language is a dynamic, shifting set of
patterns holding among elements capable of signaling four
or more concept types, but necessarily signaling at least two
88
types."
As seen by Bloomfield,. "Language is a set of conditioned
human responses to physical or chemical stimuli.., ,these
.
89
responses are conditioned."
Hjelmslev has said, "Language •• ~·a network of dependence
relations. that can be considered. as independent of phonet.ies
o.r semantics, but which are instantiated ih a given text, u90
In Syntactic Struct·ures, Chomsky describes language as
consisting of three components •• language· was viewed as
.c onsisting of a certain set of substantive and formal factors
that are shared by all languages."91
What is language?
communication.

Language is understanding--it is

.lLPPENDIX

TABLE .A
Every sentence has as many derived structures as transformations
are used. This may be represented in the following way:

DEEP STRUCTURE
Transformation 1

~

l

Derived Structure 1
Transformation 2

')

.Derived

s ructure 2
(

Transformation n

.... r
I
Derived .:>f ructure n

Transformat-ion n+l

l

SURFACE STRUCTURE

(Taken from Linguistics , Peter H. Balus , page 23.)

\

\

TABLE B
Part of the Grammar of a Child 36 Months Old
Complete phrase-structure rules,
1.

s --~-+ {~W~ (Neg) Nominal-Predic~te

2.

Predicate

3,

MV

4.

VB ----~

5.

Aux

6.

SAdverb
Comp ----~ tNominal

?.

Cop

8.

B

---- ~

----~ (~~P\

Vb (Comp)
(Aux) V (Prt)

----~ (Past
~~\ in)J
---- ~

(Adverb)~

B - Pred

-----t f~e\

Pred ____ ,..

[~~!inall

Adverb·}

10.

Adverb

----~ }~~~ative ~
l~rep

Phrase )

12.

somewW.ere \
Locative ---- ~ Adv
Prep Phrase ( Nominall
.
Prep .·Phrase ---- ~ Preposition lAdv

13.

Nominal

14.

NP

11.

t

----~

---- ~

kome

f~lllAg)~

J

( Det) N

Two transformation rules
T1.

WH incorporation for main-verb senten~s
WH-Nominal-V~rb (Nominal) - some ::::_,. 1~H +· somaNominal-Berb (Nominal)
,
· '

T2,

Affixation of Past
X - Pst - V - X ----~ X - V+Past - X

(Taken from the Acquisition of Language, David McNeill, page JJ,)

TABLE C
word I

word II ·

word III

word IV

(Taken from Principles of Childhood Language Disabilities,
"the Onset of Language," Orlando Taylor and David Swinney,
page 55·)

etc.

TABLE D
Estimates of Prevalence and Incidence
of Oral Language Disabilities by Type
(Ages 4-17)
Type of language disability
I

I.

Current Prevalencea

Incidenceb%

Failure to acquire any language
A.
B.

Age 4
Ages 4-17

A.
B.

22,854~

44,745

A.
B.

0.6
0.08

II.

Delayed language acquisition

J, 467, 784e

III.

Acquired language disability

132 1 8:20f

~

J,652,359g

6.53

Total

6.2

(Taken frQm Principles of Childhood Language Disabilities,
"The General Problem of Language Disabilities in Children," Narge,
page 91.)

TABLE E
An Outline of Current Tests
'I •

Input

A.

B.

c.

D.

Detection
1. Auditory:
Pure-tone screening and threshold
2. Visual;
Ophthalmo:logist
Perception
1. AUditory:
a. Word:
Speech re.c eption threshold
Audiometric speech discrimination
b. Phoneme:
Goldman-Fristoe-Woodcock Test of Auditory
Discrimination
Wepman' s Auditory Dis.c rimination Test
2.. Visual
a. Form:
Bender-Gestalt Test for Young Children
Frostig Developmenta~ Test of Visual Perception
Meeting Street School Screening Test
b. Symbolic (letter and number): ·
Doren Diagnostic Reading Test of Word
Recognition Skills
ITPA-Visual Reception and Visual Closure Subtests
Peabody Individual Achievement Test
Meeting Street School Screening Test
Semantic
Full-Range Picture Vocabulary Test
ITPA-Auditory Eeception, Auditory Vocal Association,
and Visua·l Motor Af?sociation Su.b tests
Peabody Picture Voca,bulary Test
Picture Articulation and Language Screening Test (visual)
Syntactic
1. Word:
Doren Diagnostic Reading Test of Word Recognition Skills
Durrell Analysis of R,eading Difficulty
Michigan Picture Language Inventory
2. Sentence:
Doren Diagnostic Reading Test of Word Recognition Skills
Durrell Analysis of Read1ng Difficulty

II. · Cognitive processes
Goodenough-Harris Drawing Test
Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities (ITPA)
Meeting Street School Screening Test
Pea. body Individual Achie,v ement Test ( PIAT)
Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children

III.

output
A.

B.

c.

IV.

Semantic
Basic Concept Inventory
ITPA--Verbal Expression, Manual Expression, and Auditory
Vocal Association Subtests
Meeting Street School Screening Test
PlAT--General Information Subtest
Syntactic
1. Word
Berko Test of Exploratory Grammar ,
ITPA--Grammatical Closure Subtest
Measures of Verbal Output
2. Sentence
Measures of Verbal Output
Meeting Street School Screening Test
Northwestern Syntax Screening Test
overt Response
1. Rules
a. Phonological
Berko Test of Exploratory Grammar
ITPA--Grammatic Closure Subtest (with examiner
interpretation)
b. Graphological
Doreen Diagnostic · Reading Test of Word Recognition Skills
Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty
2. Production
a. Oral
(1) Word
Goldman-fristor Test of .Articulat16n--..
Sounds-in-Words Subtest
Picture Articulation and Language Screening Test
Predictive Screening Test of Articulation
Templin-Darley Tests of Articulation
(2) Co-Articulation
Goldman-Fristoe Test of Articulation-Sounds-in... sentences Subtest
McDonald Deep Screening Test of Articulation
Templin-Darley Tests of Articulation
b. Gesture
FUll-Range Picture Vocabulary Test
Goldman-Fristoe-Woodcock Test of Auditory ·Disc-rimination
ITPA--Manual Expression Subtest
PlAT--Reading Recognition, Mathematics, Reading
Comprehension and Spelling Subtests
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test

Broad-comprehensive
Communication Evaluation Charts
Houston Test for Language Development
Utah Test of Language Development
Verbal Language Development Scale

..

-

Traditional Clasuificatl,on of Organically Based Language Deficits
Gonununicative functions
Central.
proees_sing

Cha.n.ne.l
Audito~y

Visual

Moto~

As;:;oc ..

Patterll.S .

Discrete
movements

Auditory Categorizing
Oral
Oral
Oral
aphasias Problem solving
aphasias
apraxias
paralyses.
Learning
·
Storage. and re':'trieval
Language
· acquisi tioh,· e~ Manual
Visual
.Blindness Visual
Manual
l·ianual
agnos:i,as aphasia~
and
a phasias apraxias
parc:Uy,s es.
vi;s ual
loss
Deafness Auditory
agnosias
and
hea:r;-j.ng
loss

(Taken !rom J?rinciples of Chil dhood Language .bisabi-l i ties,
Evaluatio:nn; Irwni, l"'oore and Rampp, page 240~M-
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